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NRDC-ITA achieved NATO certification
as a Joint Task Force HQ
TRJR 15 logo by Erinç Öz, JWC

 TRIDENT JAGUAR 15 (TRJR 15):
NATO's High Readiness Force Headquarters, NATO Rapid Deployable Corps-Italy
(NRDC-ITA), achieved Full Operational Capability as a land-heavy Joint Task Force
(JTF) Headquarters for Small Joint Operations (SJO) following the conclusion of the
13-day exercise in Stavanger. TRJR 15 is
a command-post/computer-assisted dual
exercise sponsored by Allied Command
Transformation (ACT) and directed by Major General Reinhard Wolski, Commander
of Joint Warfare Centre (JWC). It aims to
certify both NRDC-Italy (April) and ARRC
(May) in a JTF HQ role, planning and conducting a land-heavy Crisis Response Small
Joint Operation, involving war-fighting capabilities in the early stages.
It is also the first exercise to use SKOLKAN 2.0 training scenario in conducting
a land-heavy SJO — additionally, for the
first time, a Joint Force Commander from
JFC Naples served as the Officer Conducting the Exercise (OCE) for a NATO Force
Structure exercise. Admiral Mark Ferguson,

Commander JFC Naples, earlier explained
that TRJR 15 was "one of a number of
national, bilateral and multinational NATO
exercises taking place across Europe, the
Baltic Sea and the Mediterranean that are
building enhanced national and Alliance
military capacity, capability, readiness, responsiveness and joint interoperability."
The Admiral also stressed that with
any joint multinational exercises on this
scale, NATO continued to demonstrate its
commitment to its Allies on Collective Defence in a dynamically changing and complex security environment.
Preparations for exercise TRJR 15
started in February 2014. At the end of
the exercise in April, NRDC-ITA achieved
Full Operational Capability as a JTF HQ,
able to provide an immediate military
response in reaction to the traditional and
asymmetrical threats associated with a
fictional failing state in northern Europe
as part of the JWC-created SKOLKAN 2.0
training scenario. "NRDC-ITA is paving the

Lieutenant General Riccardo Marchiò.
Photograph by JWC PAO.

way for a new series of NATO exercises,
which indicates the new NATO approach
towards new international challenges," an
article on NRDC-ITA website said.
TRJR 15 involved approximately 1,100
NRDC-ITA civilian and military personnel.
JWC's Officer of Primary Responsibility
(OPR) for TRJR 15, United States Army
Lieutenant Colonel Thomas Sachariason,
highlighted the significance of the exercise,
saying that the SKOLKAN 2.0 scenario
provided the depth and complexity
required for this level of exercise. He then
added: "Specifically, this is an excellent
opportunity for NRDC-ITA and NATO
Special Operations Headquarters (NSHQ),
but also for the JWC and the Host Nation.
NRDC-ITA and the Special Operations
Component Command Core (SOCC-CORE)
get to practice deploying and operating in
remote locations and the JWC and the Host
Nation get to showcase the outstanding
facilities and capabilities they have to offer
to conduct operational level exercises."
NRDC-ITA is commanded by Italian Army
Lieutenant General Riccardo Marchiò.
When asked about the significance of the
exercise, Lieutenant General Marchiò said:
"This exercise is our milestone event, the
final step of our Full Operational Capability
validation process as a Task Force Headquarters, land-heavy for Small Joint Operations." He then added: "TRJR 15 represents
the outcome of more than three years of
commitment of the twelve contributing nations of NRDC-ITA. This effort will allow our
HQ to comply with the NATO Level of Ambition and will test our readiness to deploy
worldwide in response of any crisis under
the NATO umbrella." NRDC-ITA is one of
the first NATO HQs to complete transformation into a Joint Task Force Headquarters, following NRDC-Spain last year.
(JWC website article by Inci Kucukaksoy, JWC PAO)
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Major General Wolski with Lieutenant General Mark O.
Schissler, Deputy Chairman, NATO Military Committee.
Photograph by JWC PAO.

JWC's "Opposing Force" (OPFOR)
Photograph by JWC PAO.

Major General Wolski
welcoming
General Mirco Zuliani,
Deputy Supreme
Allied Commander
Transformation,
to JWC.

Situational Awareness Briefing.
Photograph by NRDC-ITA PAO.

JWC exercise Situation Centre (SITCEN).
Photograph by NRDC-ITA PAO.

Lieutenant Colonel Thomas
Sachariason, TRJR 15 OPR.
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Putin’s Nuclear Plan Is Working
Washington musters only an intermittently credible response as the
Kremlin tries to undermine NATO.

GROWING MENACE: Russia’s nuclear threat exposes fissures in
NATO. PHOTO:SERGEI CHIRIKOV/EUROPEAN PRESSPHOTO AGENCY

By JOHN VINOCUR

5 COMMENTS

June 15, 2015 2:28 p.m. ET

A Russian academic, often a disseminator of Vladimir Putin’s designs for the
future, offered up a message of nuclear provocation and intimidation
concerning the West for a small group of European security-affairs specialists
gathered at a Paris think tank last week.
“We now have the nuclear capacity to confront NATO in Europe,” the
Russian emissary said, according to an event participant. Here was a Russian
insider’s description of Moscow’s intention to be a meaner, harsher problem
beyond the dimensions of the confrontation in Ukraine.
The Russian nuclear boast was not new. But the timing—two days after the
U.S. repeated its unheeded complaint that Russia has tested a cruise-type
missile banned by a joint arms-control agreement—gave an in-your-face sense
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to Moscow’s contention that it now has the nukes to neuter the superiority the
U.S. and NATO still enjoy in conventional forces. This fits a portrayal of Mr.
Putin by Gen. Martin Dempsey, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, as
someone looking “for opportunities to discredit and undermine the Alliance.”
Next week, NATO defense ministers will meet to discuss what a Brussels
diplomat called “the Russian nuclear posture.” That means the U.S. and its
allies are searching for a riposte to an aggrandizing Russia whose strategy
provides for regional conflicts using nuclear weapons alongside “little green
men”—Russian troops that Moscow claims aren’t really Russian soldiers—
and conventional forces.
For the nostalgic Mr. Putin, disabling NATO is a priority with promising
precedents. In the early 1980s, the Soviet Union nearly succeeded in turning
allies’ fears of basing U.S. atomic weapons into an Allied fold on countering
existing Soviet SS-20 missiles with U.S. cruises and Pershings. German
ChancellorHelmut Schmidt’s Social Democratic coalition fell in 1982 over his
party’s resistance to their deployment. Soviet money and influence coursed
through the antimissile movement.
Now Allied debate about possible U.S. nuclear updates offers the Russians a
new occasion for rage and subversion. The updates, according to European
sources, could involve the U.S. modernizing existing nukes, increasing its
defensive capacities or even stationing new nuclear weapons in Europe. The
Russians have every reason to relish recurrent indications of Europe’s
indecision and dissention.
A poll released last week reports public opinion in Germany, France and Italy
opposes defending NATO border-states coming under Russian attack. German
was the least-eager ally. These attitudes project a NATO whose foundations—
shared risk and the Article 5 guarantee of defense to any member by all
members—are wobbling.
If the Ukrainian experience shows anything, it’s a real Russian capability to
spin the notion of a Western military response against Russian aggression into
an instant American threat to world peace. As his threats become more visibly
data:text/html;charset=utf-8,%3Cheader%20class%3D%22article_header%20module%22%20style%3D%22margin%3A%200px%2010px%206px%3B%20pad…
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nuclear, Mr. Putin will be encouraged by the fact that beyond the sanctions the
Kremlin ignores, the Obama administration has skirted any armed response
determined enough to give the Russians pause.
Guns for Ukraine are out. A reported U.S plan to station heavy armored
vehicles and U.S. troops with front-line NATO members at Russia’s borders
looks like a dosed compromise on those countries’ request for the presence of
permanent allied bases.
All the same, nuclear-armed France, no admirer of Barack Obama’s handling
of Syria or his fade on attacking Bashar Assad,considers the American
president’s giving nuclear thought to responding to Russian nuclear-bomber
runs and movement of missile launchers as “an engagement beyond what he
had planned.”
“It’s very important that the Allies integrate the idea of possible Russian
nuclear weapons in regional conflicts,” French officials told me. Still, they
saw “no indication” of a new NATO doctrine of containment at hand, and
found stationing of new U.S. forces in Europe “improbable.”
Mr. Obama’s tougher talk about Moscow still has the look of a minimalist
reworking of a very hesitant approach—although one that he now describes to
allies as “standing up to Russian aggression in Ukraine.”
A fundamental problem is that there is no way for a new NATO line on nukes
to exist and be compatible with the continuous electoral cold sweats of
German Chancellor Angela Merkel’s Christian Democratic Union. It’s next to
impossible for a totally nuclear-averse Germany to effectively play European
leader in NATO and the European Union in the face of a Russia turning its
nuclear shadow into an everyday menace.
In the end, American credibility on Russia exists only for short periods. For
months, the Obama administration had been unconvincingly claiming success
in isolating Moscow. Then, five weeks ago, concluding a Russian visit,
Secretary of State John Kerry spoke up from the edge of obsequiousness:
“I am particularly grateful and I want to express my appreciation to President
data:text/html;charset=utf-8,%3Cheader%20class%3D%22article_header%20module%22%20style%3D%22margin%3A%200px%2010px%206px%3B%20pad…
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Putin for the very significant and serious conversation that he engaged in for
the very significant amount of time that he contributed to the discussion. And
I express President Obama’s gratitude for Russia’s willingness to engage in
this discussion at a time when the exchange of view could not be more
important.”
Presto change-o, the U.S. now wants to look semi-tough on Russia again. You
may officially exhale.
Mr. Vinocur is former executive editor of the International Herald Tribune.
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Africa

Suicide bombers strike Chad’s capital, raising fears of
Boko Haram reprisals
By Brian Murphy June 15 at 10:37 AM

Suicide bombers in Chad’s capital attacked security hubs Monday, killing at least 23 people in strikes that raised
fears of a widening reach by the Islamist faction Boko Haram, reports said.
There was no immediate claim of responsibility for the series of blasts in the Chadian capital, N’Djamena.
But suspicion immediately fell on Boko Haram militants, whose strongholds in nearby Nigeria have come under
increasing pressure from a fivenation African military coalition that includes Chad.
[One town displays Boko Haram’s devastating legacy]
The Associated Press, citing Chad’s information minister, said at least 23 people were killed in backtoback attacks
at sites linked to Chad’s police, including a training academy. Chad’s government spokesman said four suspected
Boko Haram militants also died in the assaults, the Reuters news agency reported.
The various reports on the death toll also noted the count was preliminary, suggesting it could rise.
“Boko Haram is making a mistake by targeting Chad,” Chad’s communications minister, Hassan Sylla Bakari, said
on state television without offering specific details on why he pointed the finger at the group.
“These lawless terrorists will be chased out and neutralized wherever they are,” he added.
Chad’s capital, the headquarters for the alliance, has so far been spared major retaliatory strikes by Boko Haram.
N’Djamena is also the base for a French military mission battling militants in the region.
In March, Chad hosted U.S.led counterterrorism exercises that included 20 African nations.
Security forces in the vast country — stretching from West Africa to the Libyan border — also has battled militant
groups that include a branch of alQeada.
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Egitto, confermata la condanna
a morte per l'ex presidente
Morsi
La pena capitale disposta per aver partecipato ad una evasione di
massa da un carcere nel 2011. Potrà fare appello. Ergastolo, invece, nel
processo per spionaggio a favore di potenze straniere. Condanna a
morte anche per la guida spirituale dei Fratelli Musulmani, Mohamed
Badie
Stampa

16 giugno 2015

IL CAIRO - E' il giorno del giudizio per
Mohamed Morsi, l'ex presidente egiziano
destituito dai militari nel 2013, sotto processo
sia per fatti legati al periodo della sua
presidenza che per episodi legati alla
primavera araba.
La Corte d'assise del Cairo oggi ha
confermato la condanna a morte preliminare
inflitta il mese scorso a Morsi per l'evasione
di massa del 2011. L'ex raìs potrà ricorrere in
appello. Morsi è accusato di aver pianificato
l'evasione dal carcere dei vertici dei Fratelli
musulmani nel 2011 e le aggressioni alle
L'ex presidente egiziano Mohamed Morsi (ap)
forze dell'ordine durante la 'primavera araba'
in Egitto. La sentenza arriva dopo che i giudici hanno chiesto il parere del Gran Muftì,
interprete della 'legge islamica' e con un ruolo di consulenza per il governo. Il parere è
segreto e non vincolante, ma per essere esecutiva la sentenza deve passare al suo
vaglio.
Il verdetto ha inflitto una nuova condanna a morte anche per Mohamed Badie, la guida
suprema della Fratellanza musulmana di cui Morsi è leader politico. Il deposto presidente
egiziano aveva partecipato ad una violenta evasione di massa dal carcere di Wadi el
Natroun nel gennaio di quattro anni fa, all'inizio della rivoluzione anti-Mubarak.
Nell'altro processo che coinvolge Morsi, quello per spionaggio a favore di potenze
straniere (Hamas, Hezbollah e Iran), la pena della condanna a morte è stata commutata in
ergastolo. Altri 16 co-imputati di Morsi erano già stati condannati a morte il 16 maggio
scorso, con l'accusa di aver portato all'estero documenti segreti tra il 2005 e il 2013.
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ISIS seen using Libya as jump-off point to send
jihadist fighters to Europe
Monica Cantilero
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The Islamic State has been using Libya
as an "entry point" for its militants to
cross into Europe, according to a Fox
News report.
Intelligence sources on the ground said
at least 30 ISIS fighters have been
"picked up" in Italy by the Italian military
in the recent weeks.
| Reuters
Members of the Libyan pro-government forces gesture as they
stand on a tank in Benghazi, Libya, May 21, 2015. Libya is now
considered as the third biggest stronghold of the ISIS.

The captured militants claimed to be
refugees, a disguise that American and
European authorities believe enables ISIS

militants to come to Europe "virtually untouched."
"There is no way you can block it," Fox News quoted an unnamed source as saying. "Libya is
now an easy entry point into the EU and ultimately into the US for ISIS. They are saying, this is
the way to America."
"It's a new ISIS route to the West," a special operator in the region said.
The Libyan government, which has little control over its territory, has even captured ISIS militants
with ease, according to a US congressional source.
The Libyan port city of Sirte was flying the black flag of ISIS just last week, a sign that it is now in
the hands of the Islamic extremists. The jihadists also control the airfield, creating a supply line,
http://www.christiantoday.com/article/isis.seen.using.libya.as.jump.off.point.to.send.jihadist.fighters.to.europe/56281.htm?print=1
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the hands of the Islamic
extremists. The jihadists also control the airfield, creating a supply line,
similar to what they have done in Iraq when Mosul was taken.

A long-time intelligence agent who works closely with American officials in Iraq warned: "Oil and
drugs are how the militias are getting their money to fund their terrorism and America should be
very concerned."
Drugs, previously looked down upon in Libya, are now widespread in the country, most of it
pushed by outsiders and sold on street corners by children. Libya now appears to be part of a
drug route into Europe and even the US. Most of the drugs supplies come from Afghanistan while
heroin comes from South America.
Drugs used to be unpopular in the country, but "all that has changed drastically as people and
militias need money," the intel agent said.
Some critics say that if the US places soldiers on the ground in the region, it should be in Libya,
not in Iraq or Syria "where ISIS can be somewhat contained."
"Everyone is now going to Libya ... terrorists are coming from all over because they can move
freely and the US really has nobody on the ground there. The Americans and the West need to
open their eyes," said one source who just returned from Libya.
"Libya is a mess and much worse than Iraq. ISIS has [a] very good command-and-control
building in Libya," he revealed.
Mi piace
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Some of Clinton's Libya emails said to be withheld from Benghazi

Committee

It's not clear who withheld the correspondence.
By RACHAEL BADE | 6/15/15 7:56 PM EDT | Updated 6/15/15 11:44 PM EDT

House GOP Benghazi investigators have discovered 60 new Libya
communications between Sidney Blumenthal and former Secretary of State

http://www.politico.com/story/2015/06/hillary-clinton-libya-emails-withheld-benghazi-committee-119037.html
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Hillary Clinton, a congressional source told POLITICO on Monday — suggesting
that either the State Department or the 2016 Democratic presidential contender
withheld correspondence the panel had requested.

The House Select Committee on Benghazi had quietly subpoenaed Blumenthal’s

Libya emails. And on Friday, the longtime Clinton family friend — who is set to
testify before investigators behind closed doors Tuesday morning — handed over
120 pages worth of new Libya- and Benghazi-related emails.

“These emails were not previously produced to the Committee or released to the
public, and they will help inform tomorrow’s deposition,” panel Chairman Trey
Gowdy (R-S.C.) said in a statement late Monday evening. “We are prepared to
release these emails.”

Panel Republicans are pushing to release the emails as early as Tuesday but need
Democrats to agree to do so under committee rules that require the minority to be
given a five-day warning before release.
ALSO ON POLITICO
Hillary = Jeb?

GABRIEL DEBENEDETTI and ANNIE KARNI

In the meantime, they’re wondering why they didn’t have them in the first place.
Clinton has said she and her team gave all her work-related correspondence over
to State, which was then tasked with going through the emails and giving the
panel relevant messages. Department officials turned up about 300 emails related
to the attack on the Benghazi diplomatic compound that left four Americans
dead.
The congressional source did not know whether Clinton had turned over all the
new emails to State and State did not provide them, or whether Clinton failed to
hand over the correspondence.
Blumenthal’s attorney, James Cole, and Clinton’s attorney, David Kendall, did not
immediately respond to requests for comment.
A State Department spokesman downplayed the discovery and said the agency
gave the panel what it asked for.
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“The Department is working diligently to publish to its public website all of the

emails received from former Secretary Clinton through the FOIA process,” Alec
Gerlach said in a statement. “We provided the Committee with a subset of

documents that matched its request and will continue to work with them going
forward.”

At the crux of the back-and-forth is whether the committee specifically asked
State for all Clinton’s Libya emails or only Benghazi-related correspondence. State
says the panel initially asked for Benghazi-only material and only recently
expanded that request to include all correspondence on the Middle Eastern
nation. The congressional source argued that the initial request for information
from Clinton was aimed at all Libya correspondence — and that State was being
evasive.

The Dec. 2, 2014, letter to Clinton’s lawyer, which he then forwarded to State, does
not seem to limit the scope.
“Please provide, as soon as possible but no later than Dec. 31, 2014, any and all
documents and communications referring or relating to a.) Libya (including but

not limited to Benghazi and Tripoli), and/or b) weapons located or found in,
imported or brought into, and/or exported or removed from Libya, authored by,
sent to, or received by the email address ‘hdr22@clintonemail.com’ between Jan.
1, 2011 through Dec. 31, 2013,” it says.
Republicans say that the broader U.S.-Libya policy in the months leading up to the
attack could have influenced what happened in Benghazi, when a special
diplomatic mission was overrun by terrorists. But Democrats will argue the two

are distinct and the committee is on a fishing expedition aimed at making Clinton
look bad.

ALSO ON POLITICO
Hillary's super PAC nabs 2 veteran pollsters

ANNIE KARNI

But the debate may be beside the point: The panel in its statement says some of
the emails specifically relate to the Benghazi attacks and, therefore, should have
been turned over, even if the State Department read the document request
narrowly.
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Since Clinton used a personal server when she was secretary, rather than an
official State email account as she was supposed to, her lawyer decided which
emails constituted “official” communications and provided them to the State
Department before they were released to the committee and publicly.
The Clinton-Blumenthal relationship came under scrutiny last month when The

New York Times reported that Blumenthal had been passing Clinton
unsubstantiated intelligence on Libya, including one email where he blamed the

Libya attacks on an anti-Muslim Internet video. Then-U.N. Ambassador Susan
Rice suggested the video was a major cause as well in an initial TV appearance, but
critics said the administration was dishonest about the security situation in the
fragile country following dictator Muammar Qadhafi’s ousting.
Barred from a State position by the Obama administration but paid $10,000 a

month to advise the philanthropic Clinton Foundation, Blumenthal was also
engaged in talks about a new Libyan business venture. At the same time, he also
passed Clinton information about the security situation in Libya. And Clinton’s
responses show she took him seriously enough to forward around his emails to
her top aides, though some messages were met with skepticism.
Republicans last week said his advice and intelligence on Libya were mentioned in
more than 35 percent of the correspondence Clinton received on Libya.
Tuesday’s deposition with Blumenthal, the panel’s first, is closed to reporters. Due
to the latest discovery, the questioning will likely focus on whether more Libya
emails are missing.
The GOP on Tuesday also plans to question Blumenthal — who earned a spot in
Clinton’s inner circle after his ardent defense of Bill during the 1990s

impeachment trial — about their relationship, why he passed Clinton such emails
and whether he was getting paid for his work. Republicans question if the advice
was really “unsolicited,” as Clinton has said.

So far, Blumenthal and Clinton have dismissed the GOP’s suspicions, and Clinton
has said they’re simply “old friends.” Blumenthal has said he sent Clinton
information he believed “she might find interesting or helpful,” per the statement
he released following news of his subpoena.

The panel will also touch on Blumenthal’s intelligence sourcing. Usually those in

decision-making positions at major agencies receive vetted intelligence to ensure
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accuracy — but Blumenthal circumvented those traditional lines of
communication because of his close relationship with Clinton.
Follow @politico
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EU training mission in Mali: new mission
Commander appointed
16 GIUGNO 2015 BY ANDREA SPADA

Brigadier General Franz Xaver Pfregnle has been appointed as new Mission Commander for the EU
Training Mission in Mali (EUTM Mali). General Pfrengle, from Germany, takes up his duties on 1 August
2015. He will succeed Brigadier General Alfonso García-Vaquero Pradal, who had been in the position since
October 2014.
EUTM Mali assists in the reconstruction of effective and accountable Malian Armed Forces so that they
are capable of ensuring the long-term security of Mali and, under civilian authority, restoring of
thecountry’s territorial integrity. To this effect, EUTM Mali delivers training to units of the Malian Armed
Forces and develops autonomous training capability. The mission also provides advice to the Malian
authorities in reforming the army.
The decision was taken by the EU’s Political and Security Committee.
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Offering Services, ISIS Ensconces
Itself in Seized Territories
By BEN HUBBARD

JUNE 16, 2015

Deir al-Zour, Syria, in 2014. Since taking control of the area, the Islamic State has been attacked and has not granted
some of the liberties that it permits elsewhere. Ahmad Aboud/Agence France-Presse — Getty Images
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ERBIL, Iraq — In
northern Syria, the jihadists of
the Islamic State have fixed
power lines, dug sewage
systems and painted sidewalks.
In Raqqa, they search markets
and slaughterhouses for
expired food and sick animals.
Farther south, in Deir al-Zour,
they have imposed taxes on
farmers and shopkeepers and
fined men for wearing short
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beards.
The group runs regular buses across the border with Iraq to Mosul, where
it publicly kills captives and trains children for guerrilla war. Last month, it
reopened a luxury hotel in the city and offered three free nights to
newlyweds, meals included.
A year after the Islamic State seized Mosul, and 10 months after the United
States and its allies launched a campaign of airstrikes against it, the
jihadist group continues to dig in, stitching itself deeper into the fabric of
the communities it controls.
In vast swaths of Syria and Iraq
with shattered ties to national
governments, the jihadists have
worked to fill the void,
according to interviews with
residents from areas in Syria
and Iraq ruled by the Islamic
State, also known as ISIS or
ISIL. The group is offering
reliable, if harsh, security;
providing jobs in decimated
economies; and projecting a
rare sense of order in a region
overwhelmed by conflict.
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With no political solutions in
sight for the wars that have allowed the group to thrive, little has prevented
the jihadists from deepening their roots in ways that will make them even
harder to dislodge.
“As a way of life, people got used to it,” said a laborer from Raqqa who had
earned good money painting the group’s new offices in the city.
If you followed the rules, the jihadists left you alone, he said, although he
wished life were more peaceful.
“It is not our life, all the violence and fighting and death,” he said, speaking
on the condition of anonymity, like others from areas run by the Islamic
State, so as not to anger the jihadists. “But they got rid of the tyranny of the
Arab rulers.”
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In the process, the Islamic State’s administration has ballooned. The group
has issued declarations banning dynamite fishing and Apple products,
pressuring teachers to work in its schools, offering rewards for the killing
of Jordanian fighter pilots and advising wounded residents not to travel to
Turkey for prosthetic limbs because the Islamic State now makes them at
home, according to jihadist documents compiled by Aymenn Jawad AlTamimi, a fellow at the Middle East Forum.
The Islamic State’s territory now stretches across hundreds of miles, from
the outskirts of Aleppo in Syria into central Iraq, where it shares a volatile
border with the Kurds in the north and approaches Baghdad in the south.
Much of that area is sparsely populated desert, but the group has millions
of people under its charge, as well as archaeological sites,
a hydroelectricdam and oil fields that help finance its operations.
The Islamic State differs from jihadist groups like Al Qaeda in its drive to
establish a Sunni Muslim state governed by an extreme version of Islam.
Its method of seizing territory
seeks to lay the groundwork for
this by prompting a
“geographic cleansing,”
according to Hassan Abu
Hanieh, a Jordanian expert on
Islamist groups. Enemies, like
government soldiers, the police
and those who do not fit in,
such as minorities or elites, flee
or are killed. What remains are
mostly Sunni Arabs who try to
continue their lives with little
disruption.
The Islamic State works to co-opt them through the “management of
chaos,” providing services otherwise lacking in wartime, Mr. Abu Hanieh
said. “People may not be with the organization’s ideology, but the group
has been able to give some stability, punish thieves and put in place a legal
system,” he said. “In general, the normal people want no more than that.”
Many residents have become dependent on the Islamic State’s services, Mr.
Tamimi said.
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“The end effect of this is that the Islamic State entrenches itself and
becomes very difficult to get rid of,” he said. “Are you going to bomb the
schools in the towns they run and deny the people access to any education
whatsoever?”
To enhance their staying power, the jihadists have focused on children,
revamping school curriculums and indoctrinating teachers.
Islamic State propaganda videos released online often show children
planting bombs to kill Iraqi security forces, cheering for Islamic State
convoys and watching executions. One recent video showed young boys in
black masks learning to fight, do an army crawl and carry out ambushes
with automatic weapons.
“The biggest threat we have is that the children have a new curriculum that
is very extremist,” said a Kurdish security official who monitors the Islamic
State from northern Iraq. “This is a ticking time bomb for the future.”
That worries parents in Islamic State areas.
One former real estate agent said that even though he hated the jihadists,
he had managed to survive the changes in Raqqa. He tore the stereo out of
his car so the jihadists could not accuse him of listening to forbidden
music, but he still does so at home, quietly. He buys cigarettes from
smugglers who sell only to people they know, since jihadists punish
smoking as a crime.
“This is like heroin for them,” the real estate agent said, enjoying a pack
during a recent trip to Turkey.
He does not criticize the jihadists at home for fear that his 8-year-old son
will repeat what he says in public, endangering the family. But his son
hears things elsewhere, he said, “and now sometimes I hear him defending
ISIS.”
Some adults said living under the Islamic State had changed their views. “If
you had asked me before the revolution, I would have said I wanted to be
the richest person, with houses and cars,” another Raqqa resident said.
“But after we sat with their religious teachers, we changed our way of
thinking.”
He was considering whether to join the group, he said, and knew he would
marry and raise his children in Raqqa so they could learn “the true
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religion.”
The dynamics of Islamic State
rule differ from place to place.
In Mosul, food is plentiful, but
the jihadists restrict people
who try to leave the city,
making relatives vouch for
them and arresting the family
members if the travelers do not
return.
Life is easier in Raqqa, where
residents regularly cross the
Turkish border, returning with
goods and cash earned outside.
Locals suffer more around Deir
al-Zour, where the Islamic
State fought for nearly a year to
subdue local tribes and rebel
groups in battles that killed
more than 1,000 people.
Bad blood from the fighting
persists, and Islamic State
fighters are still ambushed
regularly, activists said. The
Islamic State has responded
with public executions and
heavy taxes on harvests, phone lines, water and electricity.
“Their policy is to make people hungry while they pay their fighters so that
becoming one of them is the only way to live and eat,” one activist said.
Another activist, with the group DeirEzzor24, said one of his cousins had
joined the Islamic State, earning $100 per month, plus $100 for his parents
and $40 each for his siblings, a strategy aimed at winning over the whole
family.
In an audio message released last month, the leader of the Islamic State,
Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, renewed his call for Muslims to join the state. He
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said those outside it were “homeless” and “humiliated,” while Islamic State
residents lived “with might and honor, secure by God’s bounty alone.”
Residents of Islamic State areas did not describe easy lives, but some
wanted the jihadists to stay, reflecting the deep political failures in their
countries.
Many now living under the Islamic State in Syria suffered under both
President Bashar al-Assad and the rebel groups who chased out his forces,
leaving them with no alternative to the jihadists.
And many Sunnis in Iraq trust the Islamic State more than the Shiite-led
government in Baghdad and the militias it has used to fight the jihadists.
“Now there is more security and freedom, no arrests, no harassment, no
concrete barriers and no checkpoints where we used to spend hours to get
into the city,” said Mohamed Al-Dulaimi of the jihadist-controlled city of
Falluja.
“What will happen if the militias enter Falluja?” he said. “We will take our
guns and fight them, not because we are ISIS, but because the militias will
kill us all.”
Hwaida Saad contributed reporting from Beirut, Karam Shoumali from Istanbul and
Omar Al-Jawoshy from Baghdad.
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Al Qaeda’s Yemen Branch Confirms
U.S. Missile Strike Killed Leader
By KAREEM FAHIM

JUNE 16, 2015

BAGHDAD — Al
Qaeda’s affiliate
in Yemen released a
video statement on
Tuesday confirming
the death of its
leader, Nasser alWuhayshi, in an
American missile
strike.
The second-ranking official of Al
Qaeda, Nasser al-Wuhayshi, in
Yemen in 2012.
Agence France-Presse — Getty
Images
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Mr. Wuhayshi, 38,
who had led Qaeda
operations
in Yemensince
2002 and was also
the global extremist network’s
second-ranking leader, was
killed along with two other
operatives, the statement said.
The group said that its
military commander, Qassim
al-Raimi, had been chosen as
Mr. Wuhayshi’s successor.
“Let it be known to the
enemies of God that their
battle is not only with one
person or figure, no matter how important,” a senior Qaeda operative,
Khaled Batarfi, said in the statement. “To the infidel America: God has kept
alive those who will trouble your life and make you taste the bitterness of
defeat.”
American officials were
certain to view the killing of
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Mr. Wuhayshi as a major
victory for their
counterterrorism campaign in
Yemen. Mr. Wuhayshi built
the affiliate, Al Qaeda in the
Arabian Peninsula, into what
was seen as the global
organization’s most active
branch and the one most
likely to strike the United
States, even though its
attempts to blow up
airliners over American soil
failed.
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As recently as Monday, though, American officials said they were still
investigating the reports of Mr. Wuhayshi’s death — highlighting the
murky nature of the Obama administration’s policy of remotely killing
people it believes to be militants, with little certainty about whom the
missiles have killed.
His death also comes as Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula has grown more
powerful in Yemen, capitalizing on the civil war there to capture territory
and forge new alliances with Sunni tribes to fight the Houthis, a Shiite
rebel group that controls large parts of the country.
In early April, Al Qaeda seized control of Al Mukalla, Yemen’s fifth-largest
city, reportedly capturing millions of dollars from the vaults of the central
bank. The city, which is in a remote coastal area, has remained relatively
untouched by the spreading civil war.
Saudi Arabia, which is leading an air offensive against the Houthis that
began in late March and has carried out airstrikes across the country, has
not taken any military action against Al Qaeda, which is also fighting the
Houthis.
Local news media said three Qaeda operatives, including leaders, were
killed in Al Mukalla last week by a missile strike near the beach that left
three Qaeda operatives dead. Pictures posted on the website of a local
newspaper showed a crater on a stone plaza, in an area that was popular
with residents for picnics. Other pictures showed a bloody torso on the
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beach.
In addition to the strike against Mr. Wuhayshi, attacks thought to have
been American missile strikes have killed several senior Qaeda operatives
in Yemen over the last few months.
In the video statement, Mr. Batarfi said the militant group had been able to
agree on the selection of Mr. Raimi as Mr. Wuhayshi’s successor despite
the group’s many distractions, including fighting the Houthis and their
allies “on more than 11 fronts.”
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